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Abstract—In Today’s world, Big Data became a vital role in 

our way of life. Growing rapidly and logical algorithms that will 

handle large datasets becoming a challenging task. This paper aim 

is to explain the Hadoop- Map Reduce Framework with Association 

rule Mining. One of the famous algorithm of ARM is that the 

Apriori algorithm, which is implemented in MapReduce artificial 

language, which is executed on the Hadoop framework. These 

rules are tradition to observe facts that always occur along with 

datasets. Using  association rule,  an issue arises when data 

becomes enormous. To beat this situation they used Hadoop. This 

paper provides an outline of the Hadoop – MapReduce framework. 

Our big challenge  of this paper are to resolve the matter of 

scalability, apart from the other problems are execution time and 

communication overhead. This paper will solve the matter of 

reliable, scalable and distributed computing. 

Keywords—Data Mining, Association Rule Mining, Apriori 

Algorithm, Big Data, Hadoop, MapReduce 

I. INTRODUCTION

Data Mining and Association Rule Mining (ARM) 

In this era, the flexibility to gather this massive data has 

increased thanks to advances in software platforms. For 

instance, Wal-Mart alone can handle large data, customer 

transaction each hour, and imports those into databases. 

With this extremely huge data set, it should exist difficult 

for one device to process and association pattern rules 

between data set. Data processing is defined because of the 

process of finding a hidden pattern in an exceeding 

database. The most focus of information mining is to power 

the information into knowledge. Association rule mining 

could be quite a data processing process. 

Apache Hadoop Framework 

Hadoop is a large-scale distributed execution 

framework for data processing of massive amounts of data 

on a group of computers. Hadoop makes the use of the 

Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). Hadoop 

responsibility for assigning the data over multiple nodes and 

the number of duplications. It provides the map and reduce 

functions via implementations of interfaces, abstract classes. 

Hadoop had three modes of operation: Standalone mode 

Pseudo-Distributed mode and Fully Distributed mode. 

Because the HDFS is employed, benefits could also be 

gained from it. 

Map Reduce Programming Model 
Map Reduce model is a parallel programming model. 

MapReduce model is used for data processing for the huge size of 

data by splitting the tasks into independent tasks over the number 

of items. They used two idioms: map and reduce. It also includes 

two functions such as mapper and reducer. Both functions are in 

form of (key, value) pairs. The mapper function work as it takes 

input (k1, v1) pairs and creates the lists of intermediary (k2, v2) 

pairs. The output pairs are sorted and grouped on the identical key 

and computing to combiner to form a sum. The output which 

produces the intermediary pairs is shuffled and exchanged between 

the number of items to all the pairs with the same key to one 

reducer. The communication step is handle by the Hadoop 

MapReduce platform. The reducer function work as it takes (k2, 

v2) value as input to make a sum of values to produce new pairs 

(k3, v3). 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Srinivasa R, and V Sucharitha [1] analyze the present 

Apriori algorithm, but it gives a several issues. So that they 

improve the Apriori algorithm which is employed for 

locating the 1- itemset which is frequent in the dataset. Also, 

they used the advance Apriori calculations by the handling 

of MapReduce Programming. Their productivity provides 

efficient time and memory by using this technique. They 

examine the present system of productive approaches to find 

the itemsets which decrease the time and communication 

costs through the implementation of parallelism. 

 

Sandhya W, Sanchitta S, Shweta K, and Karishma M [2] 

implemented an Apriori algorithm, to gather the itemset that 

happens frequently which relies on the MapReduce 

programming model. They need to implement and execute 

the Apriori- MapReduce algorithm. During this paper, they 

implemented three MapReduce tasks to absolute the mining 

tasks. All the transactions of databases are stored within the 

HDFS system. The primary job is to search out all frequent 

itemset. The second job is to again scan the things to come 

up with k-items by pruning the infrequent items. The work 

is to search out the frequency of frequent items. 

 

Marwa B, Ines B and Amel T [3] proposed a distributed 

manner for mining the common basis of association rule 

which relies on the MapReduce framework. The algorithm 

proposed is iterative and it takes the identical as  three jobs 

of MapReduce programming. In this, the input is defined in 

key-value pairs(k,v). The goal of this paper is to test if the 

present transactions hold the present candidate and also 

mine the sole frequent items which reject the pairs, whose 

value is less than the minimum threshold value. 
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Seema T, and Bharti V [4] explores an algorithm called 

Enhanced Apriori Algorithm (EA) which is employed to 

unravel the matter of the Frequent Itemset Ultrametric 

Tree(FIUT) algorithm. The most use of this algorithm is to 

cut back the time that's required for scanning the 

transactions. This algorithm also uses new data partitioning 

technique to balance the load which one the disadvantage of 

the proposed system. During this, they used a market basket 

dataset for performing the algorithm. 

Sonal L. and Varsha D [5] describe the information 

partitioning technique to balance the load among the cluster 

nodes is developed. Using this they meet the necessity for 

prime dimensionality of information processing. The author 

has developed the principles for providing the worth for 

minimum support and minimum confidence. They proposed 

an approach called PARMA i.e parallel mining approach 

which is the advantage of randomization for removing the 

frequent itemsets from several datasets. They explained in 

such a manner with the two steps, the first step is to gather 

all the information samples and the second step uses the 

parallel algorithm to increase mining speed. 

III. ALGORITHM USED

A. Parallel Apriori Algorithm

Apriori Algorithm is used for locating the frequent itemsets 
carried candidate generation. Candidate containing all the 
frequent itemsets. The Apriori Algorithm relies on a 
nonempty subset of the frequent itemsets that should also be 
frequent. The main step of the algorithm is that the candidate 
of the k-itemset Ck from the frequent (k-1) - itemsets Lk-1 and 
it will perform the join and prunes method. In the Join step, 

Lk-1 ⋈ Lk-1 is allocated to the candidates set Ck. In the prune 
step, it reduces the dimensions of Ck using Apriori property. 

Support= (# of transactions involving A and B)/ (total no. 

of transactions) 

= P (A and B) 

Confidence= (# of a transaction involving A and B)/  
(total no. of transactions that have A) 

=P (B if A) 

=P (B/A) 

The typical Apriori algorithm is built on  association  rule. 

The main aim of this algorithm is to find frequent items or 

sets of items from the transactional database. 

Step 1. The User gives the value of minimum support and 
minimum confidence. 

Step 2. At first instance, it creates the itemsets having a 
single candidate, and then it removes the itemsets  which 
there support value is lower than selected minimum support. 

Step 3. It combines the itemsets that are specified in step 
2 with each other to create the itemsets having  two 
candidates, to create the frequent itemsets having two 
candidates. 

Step 4. Repeat the steps likewise step 3 until no more 
itemsets. 

B. Apriori Algorithm on Hadoop MapReduce

MapReduce framework was introduced by Google in 2004 

for supporting distributed computing. The main feature of 

MapReduce was modified the distributed computing. This 

includes the main two points such as Map and Reduce. Both 

the function is to change the datasets within the (key, value) 

pairs. Mapper and Reducer function, both are executed in a 

parallel manner but the output is acquired only after the 

completion of reducer tasks.  To execute the multiple stages 

of the MapReduce framework need to desire the outcome 

when the algorithm works recursively. 

MapReduce 1 

The First MapReduce Task is to organize for generating all 

frequent itemset. 

Input- Each mapper sequentially scans each transaction 

from its specific input split, where each transaction is used in 
the format of pair (k, v) pairs. 

Output- Globally frequent one-item sets are generated. 

Map Reduce 2 

The second task again scans the database to generate 

item set by pruning infrequent items in each transaction by 

using the output of the first Map Reduce. 

Input-Output of the first Map Reduce is given as input to 

the second Map Reduce. 

Map Reduce 3 

The third Map Reduce task is to find out association 

rules using frequent item sets. 

Input- The output of the second Map Reduce 

Output- Find all the frequent item sets using the support 

threshold value. 

Fig. 1. Design of Apriori Algorithm 
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION

By using the parallel apriori algorithm, reduce the 

consumption of network bandwidth and it’s scalable. And 

also reduce the execution time and communication 

overhead. The programs execute the Mapreduce apriori 

algorithm on Hadoop. To judge the efficiency of our 

approach, we performed on two real datasets i.e Online 

Retail I and II and Wholesale Customer Datasets. To 

implement our algorithm we have used the Java 

Programming language with JDK. 

Fig shows the execution of the project which we performed 

using the datasets. 

Fig. 3. Input is taken for the Online Retail I 

datasets 

Input 
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R R R 
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Fig. 2. Working of Apriori on MapReduce 

Fig. 4. Output producing the frequent itemsets 

Fig. 5. Input is taken for Online Retail II 

datasets 

Fig. 6. Output producing the frequent itemsets 

Fig. 7. Input is taken for Wholesale Customer 

datasets 
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Fig. 8. Output producing the frequent itemsets 
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